The Study of Implementation of Safety Regulation for Children in Radiology Department
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Abstract: During the last few decades in different areas of the world the cancer incidence in children has increased. Children are major users of imaging services. Since children are more sensitive to radiation therefore dose minimization for them is important. The aim of this study is to assessment of safety for children in diagnostic radiology units. This cross-sectional study was conducted in three public hospitals of Khoramabad Lorestan province. 385 check lists in Shohadaye Ashyer, Madani, Taaminegtemaei hospitals are investigated. The checklist has five items with various questions around radiation protection and safety related to patients. The information achieved by the checklists was recorded and entered into SPSS (version 22). Among the 385 cases reviewed, 210 were boy (54.6%) and 175 girl (45.4%) patients. The mean age of patients was 6.14 years, ranging from 2 days to 12 years. Only Madani and Taaminegtemaeei provided shield and warning posters. The use of shielding number in Shohadaye Ashyer and Taaminegtemaeei hospitals is 87 (22.5%) and Madani hospital is 194 (50.3%). Patient dose reduction coincides with avoiding unnecessary exams, minimizing repeat images during exams, field size minimization and using appropriate shielding by performance. The use of gonad shielding in Shohadaye Ashyer hospital does higher rate than in Madani and Taaminegtemaeei hospitals.
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1. Introduction

Medical imaging that associate with ionizing radiation can have valuable diagnostic benefit, accompanied by probable danger [1]. Although minimizing radiation dose to medical exposure need consideration for all patient, concern for detrimental effect of radiation exposure is increased for the pediatric patient [2]. Children have a higher risk of developing neoplasm compared with adults receiving the equal dose, because of the life expectancy for children is longer than adult and the adverse effects of radiation have more time to manifest [3]. In different studies it is shown that the lifetime risk for children irradiated in that setting before age 10 is about 3 times higher than for individuals irradiated as adult [4]. Since children and young adult are more sensitive to radiation, the dose minimization for them is vitally important and radiation dose should be reduced to the least measure without the loss of diagnostic information [5]. Nowadays, a significant number of children are referred to imaging centers, but unfortunately radiography services for children have been abandoned by policy makers [6]. Especial attention should be given to the reducing dose of radiation when using imaging modalities for pediatric. One of the most important aspects of children imaging is with associate to the wide scope in patient size and weight, thus needing special consideration to optimization of radiation parameters and selection of the best imaging technique, such as proper positioning of patient, appropriate field of beam and proper collimation use of suitable shield, optimization of exposure condition, etc. [3]. In this study we surveyed the performance of technologist in radiography department, QC (Quality Control) of equipment and use of protection instrument for pediatric in 3 hospital. Our aim is to assess the safety regulation for children in diagnostic radiology units.
2. Method

A cross-sectional study was done in hospitals of khorramabad, Iran. This information were collected and obtained by designing a checklist. The checklist has five items with various questions around radiation protection and safety related to patients. The first part contained information about name of hospital and radiology department. The second section was about patient demographic data like as age, sex and etc. The third section was about performance of technologist. The fourth section consisted of radiology equipment protection and final part pertinent QC of radiological devices. The age of children participated in this study was 2 to 12 years. The information achieved by checklist, was recorded and entered into SPSS (version 22).

3. Result

The data from a total of 3 hospitals is included in this paper. The response to survey was received from the following three hospitals: Shohadaye Ashyer, Madani, Taaminegtemaei. Among the 385 cases reviewed, 210 cases were boys (54.6%) and 175 cases were girls (45.5%) patients. The mean age of patients was 6.14 years, ranging from 2 days to 12 years. Also field size minimization technique to provide the proper size using in the participating centers including: Shohadaye Ashyer (in 65.5% of cases), Madani (in 54.79% of cases) and Taaminegtemaei (in 63.95% of cases). Only Madani and Taaminegtemaei provided shield and warning posters. The results showed the number of radiography was used shield in three hospitals, Shohadaye Ashyer 90 (23.3%), Taaminegtemaei 97 (25.1%) and Madani 198 (51.4%). The percent use of kind of shields in three hospitals showed figure1.

![Figure 1. The percent use of type of shield in three hospitals.](image)

The quality control tests that were carried out in all of hospitals included: the calibration of the radiology units, the lack of leakage ionizing beams and the consistency of optical field with radiation field.

4. Discussion

Radiation safety and the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle chiefly for pediatric, rightly attract consideration in medical literature [7]. Preventing unnecessary radiography exams, minimizing image retaking, using optimum technique of imaging, collimating the field of radiation and selecting appropriate shielding may result in patient dose reduction [8]. Reducing the size of FOV is possible choice that can reduce radiation dose without loss of image quality. Smaller FOV is leading to decrease the total effective dose. [9] According to one study that conducted in Yazd province in 2013, collimating the field of radiation was considered in 14.10% of cases [10] and in Debases and colleague survey in 2014, the date showed 76-90% of chest X-ray exams were lack of collimating of FOV [11]. Our data revealed that high attention to collimating FOV compared with survey that was mentioned. According to our study field size minimization technique using in the Shohadaye Ashyer hospital (in 65.5% of cases), Madani hospital (in 54.79% of cases) and Taaminegtemaei hospital (in 63.95% of cases) Although reduction of field size is recommended during pediatric X-ray examination, but it does not completely omit the exposure and use of proper shielding is essential [12].

Use of shielding is extremely important in minimizing exposure. The technologist can reduce exposure more than 90% by the proper use of shielding [13]. Some tissue has less resistance against the X-ray such as thyroid gland [9]. The national council on radiation protection and measurement (NCRP) state: “thyroid shielding shall be provided for children, and should be provided for adult, when it will not interfere with the exam.” [14] The use of Pb thyroid shield for pediatric, cause a significant reduction in the radiation dose to thyroid by about 97% [12].

In one study that handled in Esfahan province in 2011, during the dental radiography of 184 patient, the use of thyroid shield were observed just in 4.5% of cases [15] and in the study that surveyed Javadzadeh et al. Rasht-Iran 2009, among the 110 patient that had dental radiography, the use of thyroid shielding were observed only in 1 case [16]. Our study showed just 54 cases in gonad & thyroid shield.

The gonad shielding should be used to reduce the effect of radiation to gonad during Abdomen, Pelvis and Hip X-ray examination [17]. Covering the gonad with 1mm Pb can reduce the radiation dose to tests (95%) and ovaries (50%) [18], [19]. Our data show, the use of gonad shielding in Shohadaye Ashyer hospital is higher rate than in Madani and Taaminegtemaei hospitals. According to the study that carried out with Karami and colleague in Ahvaz, although in 64.3% of radiography unit at least one gonad shield was available but using of it was observed only in 2% of exam [20]. One of the main reasons of unnecessary radiation to patient in radiology unit is the lack of quality control program. Quality control program is the complement issue to each radiology unit [21]. Leakage beam is considered as one of the most harmful rays for patient and fortunately in our study no leakage beam was found in hospitals.
Shahbazigahroooy examined 7 radiology units in Chaharmahal Bakhtiari province and they reported 3 of them had a leakage beam because of they were been out of old [22]. According to our survey all of radiology units in 3 hospital have consistency of optical field with radiation field, while one study in Sistan and Balochestan province in 2011 reported, among 9 radiology unit that were investigated, all of them had a problem regard to consistency of optical field with radiation field [23].

In a study, performed in 25 units of Bushehr-Iran; 16 units lacked consistency of optical field with radiation field and 22 units lacked warning posters [24], whereas hospitals of our study have consistency of optical field with radiation field and only Madani hospital and Shohadaye Ashayer have warning posters. One advantage of our study is determination of kind of radiographic examination that were accompanied by using of protection shielding and specifying the use of shielding by sex and range of age in pediatric, whereas according to Karami and Zabihzadeh in 2016, more of articles just reported general percentage of the use of shielding by sex and range of age of patient [21]. In conclusion, regard to the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle, radiation dose should be reduced to the least measure without the loss of diagnostic information [9]. Thus, radiation dose can be reduced with pay more attention to accuracy of quality control program, use of warning posters, use of protection shielding and collimation of FOV.
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